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We find a significant destructive interference among Kerr overtones in the early ringdown induced
by an extreme mass-ratio merger of a massive black hole and a compact object, and that the
ringdown spectrum apparently follows the Fermi-Dirac distribution. We numerically compute the
spectral amplitude of gravitational waves induced by a particle plunging into a Kerr black hole and
study the excitation of multiple quasi-normal (QN) modes. We find that the start time of ringdown
is before the strain peak of the signal and corresponds to the time when the particle passes the
photon sphere. When the black hole has the near-extremal rotation, the Kerr QN frequencies
are close to the fermionic Matsubara frequencies with the Hawking temperature and the chemical
potential of the superradiant frequency. We indeed find that the absolute square of the spectral
amplitude apparently follows the Fermi-Dirac distribution with the chemical potential of around
the real QN frequency of the fundamental mode. Fitting the Boltzmann distribution to the data in
higher frequencies, the best-fit temperature is found out to be close to the Hawking temperature,
especially for rapid rotations. In the near-extremal limit, the gravitational-wave spectrum exhibits
a would-be Fermi degeneracy with the Fermi surface at the superradiant frequency ω = µH . We
show that the greybody factor, i.e., the absorption cross section of a black hole, leads to the FermiDirac distribution. As the greybody factor is another no-hair quantity of black holes, this opens a
new possibility that we can test general relativity by observationally searching for the Boltzmann
distribution in ω & µH without extracting QN modes from ringdown. We could measure the mass
and angular momentum of ringing black holes and could probe the Kerr/CFT correspondence by
measuring the greybody factor imprinted on the ringdown spectrum.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A black hole is one of the simplest astrophysical objects in the Universe as it has only three hairs in general relativity,
i.e., mass, angular momentum, and charge. The quasi-normal (QN) modes of a black hole are also characterized only
by the three hairs by virtue of the no-hair theorem. A black hole ringing results in the emission of gravitational-wave
(GW) ringdown, whose waveform is represented by a superposition of QN modes. Each QN mode is represented as a
damped sinusoid and has a complex frequency, whose real and imaginary parts are the frequency and damping rate
of the QN mode, respectively. The GW ringdown signal is emitted during the relaxation process of a ringing black
hole. For instance, a binary black hole merger eventually leads to the emission of ringdown signal soon after the two
progenitor black holes merge. To date, the detection of ringdown signals sourced by binary black hole merger events
have been reported, e.g., in Refs. [1–4].
The poles of the retarded Green’s function associated with the gravitational perturbations of a black hole are
nothing but the QN modes of the black hole [5–12]. In the context of the holographic principle, it is conjectured
that there would be a duality between the QN modes of a black hole and the poles of the retarded Green’s function
associated with the corresponding conformal field theory (CFT). As a supporting evidence, it was shown that a
Bañados-Teitelboim-Zanelli black hole has its QN modes dual to the poles of the thermal Green’s function in the
corresponding CFT [13]. Also, even Kerr black holes that exist in our Universe may have the holographic nature
according to the Kerr/CFT correspondence [14] (see also [15–17]). The near-horizon geometry of an extremal Kerr
black hole, which has a quotient of AdS3 space at a fixed polar angle, can be mapped to a dual two-dimensional CFT.
Indeed, it was reported that the scattering of a Kerr black hole agrees with the thermal CFT correlators [18–21]. Also,
the hidden conformal symmetry associated with the photon sphere was recently proposed in [22]. Those supporting
evidence for the holographic nature of black holes imply that the geometrical degrees of freedom in the vicinity of a
black hole would correspond to a lower-dimensional CFT. As such, it is highly motivated to study the perturbation
of a Kerr black hole in the context of the holographic principle.
Besides the motivation arising from the holography, the detection of excited multiple QN modes is important to
test general relativity in strong-gravity regime. Recently, the excitation of multiple QN modes was confirmed around
the strain peak of GW signal [23–25], at least based on the fit of QN modes to the numerical relativity waveforms [26].
The fit of the QN modes to the GW data of GW150914 was also performed and the detection of the first overtone
was claimed [2] although it may be still controversial1 as was discussed in Ref. [28, 29]. If ringdown can start at
around the strain-peak time, the multiple QN modes can be detected with a higher signal-to-noise ratio. As such,
the excitation of multiple QN modes, including overtones, has been actively studied in various contexts (see, e.g.,
Refs. [30–46]). Still, the ringdown emission or significant excitation of overtones at earlier times can be controversial.
Perhaps, one of the most crucial issues is the linearlity problem of the black hole ringing. For instance, in the head-on
collision of two non-spinning black holes, the two holes do not completely merge immediately, but the initial two
marginally outer trapped surfaces (MOTSs) continue to exist and an outermost common MOTS forms and behind
which the highly non-linear region exists [47, 48]. Only the outside of the outermost MOTS may be relevant to what
we observe at a distant region, provided that the MOTS has an analog in the event horizon. Therefore, if these are the
cases even for a collision of two rotating black holes and if the geometry outside the MOTS can be described by the
Kerr spacetime with linear perturbations, we could observe the GW ringdown signal regardless of the non-linearity
inside the MOTS. A similar idea was carefully probed and discussed based on the numerical relativity approach for
a non-rotating system [37].
In this paper, we show observable supporting evidence for the holographic nature of a Kerr black hole. We argue
that the excitation of mulptiple QN modes would follow the Fermi-Dirac statistics, at least for an extreme mass ratio
merger. We numerically compute the spectral amplitude of a GW signal induced by an extreme mass ratio merger
involving a massive black hole, with mass M and angular momentum J, and a plunging small-mass compact object
with mass mp . Our computation methodology is based on Ref. [49], where the self force of the particle is ignored and
the whole signal is computed in a linear manner, that is, the background spacetime is fixed. Therefore, any non-linear
effects are not involved in our analysis. This picture is valid only for an extreme mass ratio M  mp . Fitting multiple
QN modes of the Kerr black hole to the obtained spectral data in the frequency domain and performing the inverse
Fourier transformation to obtain the best-fit waveform in the time domain, we find a significant destructive interference
among overtones occurs at the beginning of ringdown, followed by the strain peak and exponential damping. Such a
strong destructive interference is possible only when multiple QN modes are excited simultaneously. We then carefully
analyze the obtained spectral data and find out that the absolute square of the spectral amplitude for frequencies higher
than the real QN frequency of the fundamental mode can be modeled by the Boltzmann distribution. Identifying the
superradiant frequency as a chemical potential, we arrive at the modeling of ringdown spectrum with the Fermi-Dirac
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distribution. Fitting the Boltzmann factor to the spectrum, we find the best-fit temperature takes a value close to the
Hawking temperture (or Hawking frequency2 ), especially for rapid rotations. We will show that the higher a black hole
rotation is, the more overtones are excited. These imply that the excitation of multiple overtones can be modeled by
the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Our finding is consistent with the analogy between the QN modes for a rapidly rotating
black hole and the poles of the Fermi-Dirac distribution, known as the Matsubara modes. Also, the analogy between
the ringdown spectrum and the Fermi-Dirac distribution opens a novel possibility such as a modeling of ringdown
waveforms with the Fermi-Dirac distribution or with the superposition of the Matsubara modes. Also, searching for
the Boltzmann distribution in an observed GW spectrum, including a ringdown signal, from a rapidly rotating black
hole3 may put the thermal or holographic picture of Kerr black holes to the test.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly review the procedure to compute a GW signal
induced by a particle plunging into a Kerr black hole. In Sec. III, by fitting QN modes to numerically obtained
data, we verify the excitation of overtones and search for the best-fit start time of ringdown. We then show that a
significant destructive interference occurs at the beginning of ringdown, which is possible only when multiple overtones
are excited simultaneously. In Sec. IV, we first show that the greybody factor is imprinted on the ringdown in an
analytic manner. Then, motivated by that the frequency dependence of the greybody factor is similar to that of the
Fermi-Dirac distribution4 , we propose the thermal ringdown model for which the spectrum of GW ringdown is modeled
by the Fermi-Dirac distribution. We indeed find the Fermi-Dirac-like distribution in the simulated GW spectrum and
obtain the best-fit temperature associated with the Boltzmann factor at higher frequencies in the spectrum. We
find that it takes a value close to the Hawking temperature. We will also show that in the near-extremal situation,
for which the Hawking temperature is almost zero, the GW spectrum exhibits a would-be Fermi degeneracy with
the Fermi surface at the superradiant frequency. We also investigate the modeling of ringdown with the fermionic
Matsubara modes. Our conclusions and discussions are provided in Sec. V.
II.

GRAVITATIONAL WAVE EMISSION INDUCED BY A FALLING PARTICLE

In this section, we compute waveforms of GW induced by a particle with mass mp plunging into a Kerr black hole,
whose mass and angular momentum are denoted by M and J, respectively. For an extreme mass ratio, M  mp , the
particle does not non-linearly disturb the background spacetime, and one can compute the GW signal in the linear
approximation. In this case, a signal is obtained by solving the Teukolsky equation [51]. In this manuscript, we solve
the Sasaki-Nakamura (SN) equation [52] that has a short-range angular momentum barrier and is, therefore, easier
to solve numerically. The source term determined by the dynamics of the falling particle is given in Ref. [49]. The
line element on the Kerr spacetime has the form




2M r
Σ
2M ra2 sin2 θ
4M ra sin2 θ
ds2 = − 1 −
dt2 + dr2 + Σdθ2 + sin2 θ r2 + a2 +
dϕ2 −
dtdϕ,
(1)
Σ
∆
Σ
Σ
where a ≡ J/M and the functions, Σ and ∆, are defined as
Σ ≡ r2 + a2 cos2 θ,
2

2

∆ ≡ r − 2M r + a = (r − r+ )(r − r− ),
p
with r± ≡ M ± M 2 − a2 .
The SN equation with the SN perturbation variable, Xlm = Xlm (ω, r∗ ), is given by
 2

d
d
− Flm ∗ − Ulm Xlm = T̃lm ,
dr∗2
dr
where r∗ is the tortoise coordinate defined by





Z
r2 + a2
2M
r − r+
r − r−
r∗ = dr
=r+
r+ ln
− r− ln
,
∆
r+ − r−
2M
2M

2

3
4

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

The Hawking frequency, TH , takes the same value of the Hawking temperature given by ~/kB × TH in the natural unit of ~ = kB = 1. We
consider a classical process and the Hawking temperature including the Planck constant is not involved in our analysis. The Hawking
“temperature” we here consider has the dimension of “frequency” and it is defined without the Planck constant.
For a review of rapidly rotating, i.e., near-extremal, supermassive black holes, see e.g. Ref. [50].
The greybody factor is usually defined as the transmissivity of the angular momentum barrier in the context of the Hawking radiation.
In this paper, however, we referred the greybody factor as the reflectivity of the barrier since the reflectivity is simply related to the
transmissivity via (reflectivity) = 1 − (transmissivity).
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the source term T̃lm is
T̃lm

 Z

(r2 + a2 )ω − am
γlm ∆Wlm
exp −i
dr ,
= 2
∆
(r + a2 )3/2 r2

(7)

and the explicit forms of Flm , Ulm , γlm , and Wlm are shown in Appendix A. The label (l, m) specifies an angular
mode of the spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics −2 Slm (aω, θ)eimϕ . The function Wlm = Wlm (r, ω) is determined by
the trajectory of an plunging particle, whose proper time is denoted by τ . The trajectory on the equatorial plane
(t(τ ), r(τ ), ϕ(τ ), π/2) is obtained by solving these equations [49, 53, 54]:
r2 + a2
dt
= −a(a − Lp ) +
P,
dτ
∆
dϕ
a
r2
= −(a − Lp ) + P,
dτ
∆
p
2 dr
r
= − Q,
dτ
r2

(8)
(9)
(10)

where Lp is the orbital angular momentum of the particle and
P ≡ r2 + a2 − Lp a,
3

Q ≡ 2M r −

L2p r2

(11)
2

+ 2M r(Lp − a) .

(12)

Also, these geodesic equations correspond to the case of E = mp , where E is the energy of the particle, and the zero
of the Carter constant (see, e.g., Ref. [55]). The SN equation can be solved with the boundary condition of
(
∗
(out)
Xlm (ω)eiωr
for r∗ → +∞,
∗
Xlm (ω, r ) =
(13)
(in)
−ikr ∗
Xlm (ω)e
for r∗ → −∞,
(out)

where k ≡ ω − mΩH and ΩH ≡ a/(2M r+ ). The strain h = h(t, r) is obtained from Xlm as
X
X
X eimϕ Z ∞
∗
√
dω h̃lm (ω, θ)e−iω(t−r ) ,
h=
hlm =
h+,lm + ih×,lm =
2πr −∞
l,m
l,m
l,m
2
−2 Slm (aω, θ)Rlm (ω),
ω2
(out)
−4ω 2 Xlm
Rlm (ω) ≡
,
λlm (λlm + 2) − 12iM ω − 12a2 ω 2

h̃lm (ω, θ) ≡ −

(15)
(16)

where λlm is the eigenvalue determined by the regularity of the spheroidal harmonics:
(
(1 + cos θ)k+ (θ → 0),
Slm (ω, θ) ∼
(1 + cos θ)k− (θ → π),
with k± ≡ |m ∓ 2|/2.
(out)

One can obtain Xlm

(14)

(17)
(18)

with the Green’s function technique as
(out)
Xlm (ω)

Z
=

(hom)

dr0

T̃lm (r0 , ω)Xlm (r0 , ω)
,
2iωBlm (ω)

(19)

(hom)

where Xlm
is a homogeneous solution to the SN equation, i.e., a solution of the SN equation with T̃lm = 0, with
the boundary condition of
(
∗
∗
Alm (ω)eiωr + Blm (ω)e−iωr
(r∗ → +∞),
(hom)
Xlm
=
(20)
−ikr ∗
e
(r∗ → −∞).
The coefficient Blm (ω) is important since it has zeros at complex frequencies, ω = ωlmn , which are the poles of the
Green’s function. They are also known as the QN modes of a Kerr black hole.
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FIG. 1. Plots of the GW signal with j = 0.8 and l = m = 2 (a) in the time domain and (b) in the frequency domain. Red
lines in (b) indicate the values of Re(ω22n ) with n = 0, 1, ...7. The trajectory of the plunging particle with j = 0.8 and Lp = 1
is shown in (c).

Note that in this formalism, the backreaction on the falling particle is ignored. This approximation
does not
√ work
√
at all when its orbital angular momentum Lp takes either the critical value of −2M (1 + 1 + j) or 2M (1 + 1 − j),
for which the particle takes infinite time to fall into the black hole [49]. Here we define the non-dimensional spin
parameter j ≡ a/M . Therefore, the value of Lp is limited to
p
p
− 2M (1 + 1 + j) < Lp < 2M (1 + 1 − j).
(21)
We numerically solve the geodesic equations (8-10) and homogeneous SN equation with the 4th-order Runge-Kutta
method. The detailed discussion on the resolution of our numerical computation is provided in Appendix B. The
spectrum and time-domain waveform for (l, m) = (2, 2) are shown in Figure 1 along with the trajectory of the particle.
Throughout the manuscript, the parameter is set to M = 1/2 and the amplitude is normalized by a factor of mp /robs ,
where robs ( M ) is a radial position of an observer detecting the signal on the equatorial plane. One can see that the
peak in frequency-domain comes around the real part of QN frequencies. In Figure 2, one can see that the GW signal
of higher angular modes induced by the falling particle have smaller amplitudes compared to that of (l, m) = (2, 2).
We fix the orbital angular momentum of the particle to Lp = 1 throughout the manuscript, but the change of Lp does
not affect the qualitative result presented in the following (see Appendix C). In the following, we will often omit the
subscript of (l, m) for the sake of brevity.

FIG. 2. GW waveforms in the time domain for (l, m) = (3, 3), (4, 4), and (5, 5). The spin parameter is j = 0.8.

III.

DESTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE OF EXCITED QUASI-NORMAL MODES

We fit QN modes to the obtained GW signal in the frequency domain to extract the start time of ringdown without
truncating the original waveform data, including orbital and ringdown signals. We then show that the start time of
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FIG. 3. Mismatches, (a) M and (b) M̃, for j = 0.8 and (l, m) = (2, 2). We take into account the overtones up to n = 15. The
bottom panel (c) shows the trajectory of the plungin particle along with the positions at which the GW signals, measured at
t = 34 and 36, are emitted (red circles). The uncertainty of the start time of ringdown, 34 ≤ t ≤ 36 is shown with the red line.
The blue triangle indicates the position at which the system emits the strain peak signal. The black solid and dashed lines
indicate the outer horizon and photon sphere, respectively.

ringdown is before the strain-peak time, where a destructive interference among multiple overtones occurs. Fitting
higher overtones to a ringdown, beginning before the strain peak, in time domain may be difficult as each higher
overtone is exponentially enhanced at earlier times, which makes the fitting in time domain unstable. The fitting
analysis in the frequency domain has the advantage of fitting QN modes in a stable way even for a GW signal whose
rigndown starts before the strain peak.
Let us begin with the modeling of GW ringdown waveforms in the frequency domain. In the GW spectrum, h̃(ω),
computed in the previous section, we have two main signals, orbital and rindown signals, and it is obvious that the
orbital signal is emitted, and the ringdown
emission follows. The start time of ringdown, t∗ , is encoded in the spectral
∗
amplitude, h̃(ω), with the factor of eiωt . To demonstrate this, let us first introduce the ringdown-waveform model in
the time domin:
hQNM ≡

X
lm

hQNM,lm ≡

X

hQNM+,lm + ihQNM×,lm ≡

lm

X

∗

Clmn e−iωlmn (t−t ) θ(t − t∗ ),

(22)

lmn

where Clmn is the excitation coefficient and t∗ is the start time of ringdown. The step function in the model, θ(t − t∗ ),
is introduced by assuming that ringdown starts instantaneously at t = t∗ [56]. In this manuscript, we consider the
fitting of GW spectrum with a fitting function [56]

h̃QNM,lm (ω) =

1
2π

Z

dthQNM,lm (t)eiωt =

nmax
∗
i X
Clmn
eiωt ,
2π n=0 ω − ωlmn

(23)

∗

which is the Fourier transformed function of (22). The phase factor of eiωt in (23) originates from the step function
in (22) and leads to the oscillation pattern in the spectral amplitude.
We then perform the fitting analysis in the frequency domain by using the unweighted least squares to determine
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FIG. 4. Mismatch, M, with respect to nmax . The spin parameter is j = 0.8 and the start time is fixed to t∗ = 36.

Clmn . The mismatch in the frequency domain is then obtained by
hh̃lm |h̃QNM,lm i

M̃lm ≡ 1 − q

,
hh̃lm |h̃lm i hh̃QNM,lm |h̃QNM,lm i
Z ∞
with hf˜|g̃i ≡
dω f˜(ω)g̃ ∗ (ω).

(24)

(25)

−∞

To see how well the fit in the frequency domain works, another mismatch is also computed by performing the inverse
Fourier transform of h̃ and h̃QNM :
Mlm ≡ 1 − p
Z

hhlm |hQNM,lm i
,
hhlm |hlm i hhQNM,lm |hQNM,lm i

(26)

∞

with hf |gi ≡

dtf (t)g ∗ (t).

(27)

t∗

In the following, we often omit the subscript of l and m. The Figure 3 shows the mismatches, (a) M and (b) M̃, with
respect to t∗ and for several harmonics. The best-fit values of t∗ obtained for each angular mode5 should be consistent
with each other as t∗ is independent of angular modes. One can indeed read that M gives the best-fit value of t∗ in
the range of 34 . t∗ . 36 for all angular modes we compute (Figure 3-(a)). Also, the range of the best-fit values is
well consistent with the result of M̃ (Figure 3-(b)). Figure 3-(c) implies that the ringdown emission starts when the
particle passes the photon sphere whose radius is r = 2M {1 + cos [(2/3) arccos j]}. It is consistent with that the GW
ringdown emission is governed by the photon sphere. On the other hand, the strain peak of the GW signal is emitted
when the particle reaches the vicinity of the outer horizon.
To see the convergence of the QN-mode fitting with respect to the number of overtones included in the modeling,
we compute the mismatch M with respect to nmax and the result is shown in Figure 4. One can read that for higher
harmonics, M converges at higher values of nmax , but at less than nmax = 10. It implies that the higher an angular
mode is, the more overtones are excited6 . This can be analytically verified by computing the excitation factors [57–59]
for higher harmonics and up to higher overtones as the excitation factor quantifies the ease of excitation of each QN
mode7 independent of the source of a GW ringdown, and we will come back to this in our future work.
Figure 5 shows the time-domain waveforms, h and h̃QNM , obtained in the frequency-domain fit with t∗ = 30, 36,
and 45. One can see that the model waveform for t∗ = 30 has noise at earlier times and that for t∗ = 45 has a spiky
noise at t = t∗ . Those noise are visible in the frequency domain as is shown in Figure 6. For t∗ = 30 or 45, the model
function h̃QNM,lm (red dashed) has noise spreading over the long-range frequency domain. On the other hand, our
analysis indeed works for a preferred value of t∗ = 36. Also, one can see that the frequency-domain analysis is very
efficient for higher harmonics (see the bottom panels in Figure 6). This is because the orbital signal of l = m > 2

5
6
7

The definition of the best-fit t∗ in the manuscript is the value at which the mismatch, M, takes the least value.
As the GW signal of (l, m) = (2, 2) includes a louder orbital signal, it makes the convergence rate of M with respect to nmax slow and
the converged value of M for l = m = 2 is the largest among computed angular modes.
The most important overtone that has the highest value of the excitation factor is shown in Ref. [59] by computing the excitation factor
up to the 20th overtone for various spin parameters.
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emitted by a particle falling into the black hole is less significant compared to the ringdown signal. Therefore, the
contamination from the orbital signal in h̃(ω) is smaller for higher harmonics.
The fit of QN modes in the frequency domain has the advantage of searching for the start time of ringdown,
especially when it starts before the strain peak. The beginning of ringdown before the peak would involve a destructive
interference among overtones, whose amplitudes at earlier times are exponentially amplified. As such, the fitting
analysis in the time domain can be unstable against adding higher overtones since it requires controlling exponentially
amplified overtones at earlier times (see∗ Figure 7). On the other hand, in the frequency-domain analysis, we fit the
Fourier transformed QN modes, ∼ eiωt /(ω − ωlmn ), which no longer have the exponential behaviour and does not
lead to such an instability, as shown in Figure 7.
In summary, we confirm that the ringdown induced by a particle plunging into the rotating hole starts before
the strain peak based on the frequency-domain analysis. This is caused by the destructive interference among the
fundamental mode and overtones at earlier times. A significant destructive interference is possible when superposed
modes have frequencies close to others, like the QN frequencies of a Kerr black hole. This would be supporting
evidence that multiple overtones are simultaneously excited at earlier times. In the next section, we analyze the
spectral data we numerically obtained and show that the excitation of multiple QN modes apparently follows the
Fermi-Dirac distribution. We then propose a conjecture that the degrees of freedom of free oscillation of the Kerr
black hole corresponds to that of a many-body thermal Fermi-Dirac system. It would be relevant to the Kerr/CFT
correspondence, in which the agreement between the near-extremal QN modes and the Matsubara modes of the
retarded Green’s function in the corresponding CFT was demonstrated [14, 18, 21].

FIG. 5. Result of the frequency-domain fitting analysis for j = 0.8. Model functions, hQNM+/×,lm , fitted to the GW signals
with nmax = 15 are shown for l = m = 2, 3, 4, and 5 with different three values of the start time of ringdown: t∗ = 30, 36, and
45. The best-fit value of t∗ is t∗ ' 36 and its results are shown in the center column.
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FIG. 6. Result of the fitting in the frequency domain for the GW data of j = 0.8. The angular modes are set to (l, m) = (2, 2)
(upper) and (5, 5) (bottom). We set t∗ = 30, 36, and 45. Red lines indicate the values of Re(ωlmn ) from n = 0 to n = 15.

FIG. 7. Results of the two types of fit are shown for the GW data of j = 0.8 and (l, m) = (5, 5). These results show the
convergence of the fit with respect to the inclusion of higher overtones in the frequency-domain (a, b, c) and time-domain
fitting analysis (d, e, f). We perform the least-square fit in the frequency and time domains with the Mathematica’s function
Fit. We employ the Tikhonov regularization with the ridge parameter of 10−40 . The result is insensitive to the exponent of
the ridge parameter as long as it is much smaller than unity.

IV.

THERMAL EXCITATION OF OVERTONES AND THE FERMI-DIRAC STATISTICS

In this section, we propose that the absolute square of the spectral amplitude, |h̃+/×,lm (ω)|2 , can be modeled by
the Fermi-Dirac distribution8
|h̃+/×,lm |2 ∼

8

1
,
1 + e(ω−µ)/T

As a qualitative statement, the square of the spectral amplitude can be regarded as the number of particles in the field theory.

(28)
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FIG. 8. TG for (filled circles) l = m = 2 and (open circles) l = m = 5. The red line shows the plot of the Hawking frequency
TH . Best-fit values of TG is obtained by fitting the Boltzmann factor, e−(ω−µrmG )/TG , to the spectral data of |h̃lm |2 .

where µ and T is constant with the dimension of frequency. The plunging particle emits GW propagating to the
angular momentum barrier and being scattered back to infinity, which leads to the emission of GW ringdown. Thus
the reflectivity of the angular momentum barrier, |Rlm |2 , may be imprinted on the signal, and one could read the
(out)
greybody factor from the observed GW ringdown. The scattered part of Xlm in (19) is
Z ∞
Z ∞
∗
0
∗
0
1
Alm (ω)
(scat)
dr0 T̃lm (r0 , ω)eiωr (r ) +
dr0 T̃lm (r0 , ω)e−iωr (r ) ,
(29)
Xlm (ω) '
2iωBlm (ω) r(out)
2iω r(out)
where r(out) & r(light) and r(light) is the typical radius of the light ring. The first term in (29) contributes to the
ringdown signal as the factor of 1/Blm (ω) has the QN poles in the complex ω plane. On the other hand, the second
term is irrelevant to the ringdown as it does not have the QN poles of 1/Blm . The first term includes the factor of
Alm /Blm which is the reflective coefficient in the SN variable, and the reflectivity in energy flux is
|Rlm |2 =

|C|2 Alm
|c0 |2 Blm

2

,

(30)

where |C|2 and |c0 |2 are
|C|2 ≡ λ4 + 4λ3 + λ2 (−40a2 ω 2 + 40amω + 4) + 48aλω(aω + m) + 144ω 2 a2 (a2 ω 2 − 2amω + m2 ) + 144ω 2 M 2 , (31)
c0 ≡ λ(λ + 2) − 12aω(aω − m) − i12ωM.
(32)
(scat)

As such, the absolute square of the GW spectrum of ringdown ∝ |Xlm |2 may include the greybody factor involving
the Boltzmann suppression at higher frequencies9 . It can be modeled by the Fermi-Dirac distribution10 [60, 61]
|Rlm |2 '

1
1+

e(ω−µG )/TG

,

(33)

where µG and TG are constants11 . The constant µG takes a value
p close to the superradiant frequency µH ≡ mΩH and
TG approaches to the value of the Hawking frequency TH ≡ 1 − j 2 /(4πr+ ) in the limit of j → 1 (Figure 8).
We indeed find that for near-extremal rotations, the spectrum of GW signal we numerically computed exhibits the
Fermi-Dirac distribution in (28) with around the Hawking frequency TH and the chemical potential of superradiant
frequency µH :
T ' TH , µ ' µH .

9
10
11

(34)

The factors of |C|2 /|c0 |2 does not include the Boltzmann suppression, and as such, the exponential cut-off of the greybody factor
originates from |Alm /Blm |2 .
This is the case only when the angular momentum potential is real [60, 61]. Although the Teukolsky and Sasaki-Nakamura equation
have the complex potentials, the Chandrasekhar-Detweiler equation has the purely real potential barrier [62].
Note that the amplification factor is absent in this expression as the WKB approximation does not work when the two asymptotic
frequencies, ω and k, are of the opposite sign [61]. For our purpose, i.e., modeling GW ringdown with the Fermi-Dirac-type function,
this does not cause any problems as the Boltzmann suppression at higher frequencies is important to extract T and µ.
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FIG. 9. The absolute square of the spectral amplitude of the GW signals for j = 0.8, j = 0.9, and j = 0.99 with l = m = 2.
The Boltzmann distribution (fitted with the red dashed line) appears at higher frequencies than ω = µ0 (red solid line). The
blue dot-dashed line indicates ω = µH .

We also find that for medium spins (j . 0.9) and for lower angular harmonics, the temperature and chemical potential
take a value close to
T ' T0 ≡ |Im(ωlm0 )|/π, µ ' µ0 ≡ Re(ωlm0 ).

(35)

Based on these supporting evidence shown below in more detail, we conjecture that the degrees of freedom of a black
hole ringing might follow the Fermi-Dirac statistics. Indeed, the QN frequencies of a Kerr black hole is very similar
to the Matsubara frequencies of the Fermi-Dirac distribution (28).
From the absolute square of spectral amplitude shown in Figure 9, the Boltzmann distribution is observed in the
range of ω ≥ µ0 rather than in ω ≥ µH although µ0 → µH in the extremal limit [63]. In the limit, the thermal
excitation is suppressed, and a would-be Fermi degeneracy can be seen in frequencies lower than the superradiant
frequency ω ≤ µH (see the right panel in Figure 9). We fit the Boltzmann distribution, Ae−(ω−µ)/T , to the GW
spectral data, where µ is fixed to µ = µ0 , and A and T are fitting parameters. Also, we use the GW data of
ω ≥ 1.1 × Re(ωlm0 ) in the fitting analysis for intermediate rotations (j = 0.8 and 0.9). For a near-extremal situation
(j = 0.99), we use the data of ω ≥ 1.0 × Re(ωlm0 ). After the fitting analysis, we evaluate the following two relative
errors of the best-fit T :
∆0 ≡ |T − T0 |/T0 , ∆H ≡ |T − TH |/TH .

(36)

As a result (see Table I), we find that the best-fit value of T is very close to TH for the near-extremal case (j = 0.99).
This is consistent with the fact that QN modes for a near-extremal case have the separation of 2πTH . On the other
hand, the best-fit value of T for medium spins and lower harmonics is closer to T0 than TH . For higher harmonics,
it is interesting to see the consistency with the Lyapunov exponent associated with an instability of null geodesics at
the photon sphere, which is not our focus and left for future work.

(l, m)
(2, 2)
(3, 3)
(4, 4)
(5, 5)

j = 0.8 (TH ' 0.0597)
T
∆0 ∆H
0.0462(2) 4% 23%
0.0493(2) 0.6% 17%
0.0565(1) 14% 5%
0.0552(2) 10% 8%

j = 0.9 (TH ' 0.0483)
T
∆0
∆H
0.0397(2) 3% 18%
0.0375(1) 10% 22%
0.0454(2) 8% 6%
0.0483(1) 14% 0.03%

j = 0.99 (TH ' 0.0197)
T
∆0
∆H
0.0198(2) 6% 0.6%
0.0196(3) 5% 0.4%
0.0200(3) 6%
2%
0.0196(4) 4% 0.4%

TABLE I. The best-fit temperature, T , obtained by fitting the Boltzmann distribution, Ae−(ω−µ0 )/T , to the absolute square
of the GW spectra with j = 0.8, 0.9, and 0.99. The standard error of T obtained with NonlinearModelFit in Mathematica is
shown. The standard error less than 10% are shown in bold.

Our conjecture is supported by the analogy between the QN modes of a near-extremal black hole and the Matsubara
modes of the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Remember that the Fermi-Dirac distribution with a chemical potential, µ,
and temperature, T , has the Matsubara frequencies


1
ωM,n (µ, T ) = µ − i
+ n 2πT,
(37)
2
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FIG. 10. QN frequencies ω = ω22n (red circles) and the Matsubara frequencies ω = ωM,n for (µ0 , T0 ) (gray squares) and
(µH , TH ) (blue triangles) with l = m = 2 are shown. The spin parameters are set to j = 0.8, 0.9, and 0.99.

and indeed, the QN frequencies of a Kerr black hole can be approximated by the Matsubara frequencies (37) especially
for a near-extremal case as is shown in Figure 10. In the near-extremal limit, the imaginary part of QN modes indeed
approach a half-integer times 2πTH [63, 64]. Therefore, the apparently thermal excitation observed in the GW spectra
may be understood as the excitation of multiple overtones.
In the context of the Kerr/CFT correspondence, the QN modes of a near-extremal black hole can be derived from
the dual CFT [14, 18, 21]. The CFT absorption cross section is
σ∼

TL2hL −1 TR2hR −1



iω̄L
Γ hL +
2πTL

2



iω̄R
Γ hR +
2πTR



2

,

(38)

with
ω̄L ≡ ωL − qL ΩL , ω̄R ≡ ωR − qR ΩR ,

(39)

where (hL , hR ) are operator dimensions, (qL , qR ) are charges, (TL , TR ) are temperature, and (ΩL , ΩR ) are chemical
potentials of the two-dimensional CFT. The identification [14, 21]
TR ≡ TH , ΩR ≡ ΩH , hR ≡

1
1
− iδ, δ 2 ≡ 2m2 − − λlm , hL = hR − s, ωR ≡ ω, qR ≡ m, ω̄L ≡ m,
2
4

(40)

leads to the poles of σ at

ω ' mΩH − i


1
+ n 2πTH ,
2

(41)

where the spin s = hR − hL takes |s| = 1 or 2 for the gauge field or the graviton, respectively [21]. Note that the left
sector is associated with the azimuthal rotation and is not relevant to the QN modes. The poles (41) are consistent
with the Kerr QN frequencies in the extremal limit [63]. In this section, we do not extract the overtones from the
GW signal, but nevertheless one can see the thermal excitation of overtones in the spectral amplitude in this way,
i.e., the fit of the Boltzmann distribution to a GW spectrum in higher frequencies. It is a novel observable footprint
of the thermal or holographic nature of a rotating black hole.
To see how the ringdown modeling with the Matsubara modes works, let us fit the Matsubara modes to the GW
data in the frequency domain as was done in the previous section. It is totally non-trivial whether the replacement
of the QN-mode basis by the Matsubara-mode one works as a set of damped sinusoids cannot construct a complete
basis in general. Nevertheless, we find that the mismatch, M, evaluated with the Matsubara-mode modeling
h̃M,22 (ω, µ, T ) =

nmax
∗
i X
C22n
eiωt ,
2π n=0 ω − ωM,n (µ, T )

(42)

with (µ, T ) = (µ0 , T0 ) agrees with the mismatch obtained by the QN-mode modeling for each value of nmax (Figure
11). It implies that the Matsubara modes in (37) can be a proper basis to model the GW ringdown including the
excitation of overtones although the Matsubara frequencies agree with the QN frequencies at lower tones only (n . 2).
On the other hand, the Matsubara-mode modeling with (µ, T ) = (µH , TH ) works in the near-extremal limit only.
One can see that the mismatch reaches 0.01 at around nmax ∼ 11, 14, and 19 for j = 0.8, 0.9, and 0.99, respectively.
It implies that the more rapid rotation the ringing black hole has, the more overtones are excited. Also, we confirm
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FIG. 11. Mismatches, M, computed with the model functions h̃QNM,lm (ω) (red circles), h̃M,lm (ω, µ0 , T0 ) (gray squares), and
h̃M,lm (ω, µH , TH ) (blue triangles). The angular mode is l = m = 2.

that from our fitting analysis, the isolated mode of j = 0.99 (see the right panel in Figure 10) does not contribute to
the fit, which is consistent with the author’s previous work on the excitation factors [59], where the author confirmed
that the absolute value of the excitation factor of the isolated mode is strongly suppressed. As such, we exclude the
isolated mode from the fitting analysis shown in Figure 11.

V.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the ringdown GW emission out of a Kerr black hole induced by a particle plunging
into the hole. Then we have confirmed (i) the destructive interference of overtones before the strain peak and (ii)
the apparent thermal excitation of multiple QN modes that can be modeled by the Fermi-Dirac distribution. This
may be caused by the scattering of GW at the angular momentum barrier by which the greybody factor is imprinted
on the ringdown spectrum. The apparent thermal nature of a black hole ringing can be tested by searching for the
Boltzmann distribution in a GW spectrum at higher frequencies ω & Re(ωlm0 ).
Fitting multiple QN modes to GW waveforms in the frequency domain, we found that the ringdown starts before
the strain peak and the significant destructive interference occurs as the real frequencies of overtones are close to that
of the fundamental mode. Remember that the beating phenomenon, involving a destructive interference, is caused by
the superposition of multiple sinusoids whose frequencies are close to each other. The fitting in the frequency domain
works in a stable manner as the exponential amplification of the fitting mode functions is absent in the frequency
domain. Also, one can perform the fitting analysis without truncating GW data beforehand and the start time of
ringdown, t∗ , can be handled as one of the fitting parameters.
We have also found the Boltzmann distribution in the GW spectrum at higher frequencies sourced by an extreme
mass ratio merger. The ringdown emission is induced by the light ring, and therefore, GW scattered at the light
ring is observed as GW ringdown for a distant observer. The greybody factor that quantifies the scattering nature
of the black hole may be imprinted on the ringdown. We have numerically confirmed that the ringdown can be
modeled by the Fermi-Dirac distribution with the chemical potential of around the superradiant frequency and with
the temperature of around the Hawking frequency for the Kerr black hole. This is reasonable as the greybody factor
can be modeled by the Fermi-Dirac-type function based on the WKB approximation [60, 61]. As the greybody factor
is a no-hair quantity, i.e., it depends only on the mass and spin of a Kerr black hole, it may be possible to test general
relativity by extracting the greybody factor, instead of extracting the QN frequencies, from the ringdown induced by
a small mass ratio merger involving a large black hole. A QN mode has the peak at ω = Re(ωlmn ) in the frequency
domain since the spectral amplitude is ∼ 1/|ω − ωlmn |. As Re(ωlmn ) ∼ µH , we would argue that the exponential
cut-off in the GW spectrum of ∼ e−(ω−µH )/T can be explained by the interference effect among the fundamental mode
and overtones. This implies that the overtones significantly contribute to GW ringdown on which the greybody factor
is imprinted.
The would-be Fermi degeneracy was observed in the near-extremal case. The suggestive relation between the black
hole ringdown and Fermi-Dirac distribution is consistent with the fact that the QN frequencies of a Kerr black hole
is very similar to the fermionic Matsubara frequencies, especially in the near-extremal situation. We have fit the
Matsubara modes to the GW spectrum and have shown that it works as well as the fit with the Kerr QN modes. We
conclude that those are supporting evidence of the thermal excitation of overtones.
It also implies that ringdown GW signals would include a footprint of the holographic nature of Kerr black holes,
i.e., the correspondence between a many-body Fermi system and the free oscillation of a Kerr black hole. A well-known
proposal relevant to this is the Kerr/CFT correspondence [14]. As a supporting evidence of the Kerr/CFT, the cross
section of a near-extremal black hole agrees with the dual CFT prediction. The Matsubara frequencies of the retarded
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Green’s function of the dual CFT also agrees with the Kerr QN modes [18, 21]

ωlmn ' mΩH − i2πTH


1
+n ,
2

(43)

where (l, m) is the label of an angular mode, n is an overtone number, ΩH is the horizon frequency, and TH is the
Hawking frequency. We here consider the perturbation of the gravitational field that is a spin-2 field and follows
the Bose-Einstein statistics, but we found that the statistics of a black hole ringing apparently follows the FermiDirac distribution. It implies that there might exist a supersymmetric relation between the degrees of freedom of
gravitational field and those of a black hole ringing. The thermal or holographic nature of rotating black holes can be
testable without extracting overtones from GW data, and searching for the Boltzmann distribution in the spectrum
of ringdown may put it to the test. The existence of near-extremal black holes has been reported in, e.g., Ref. [50]
(for a theoretical modeling, see [65]) and the ringdown signals emitted from those holes would be observable in the
next-generation GW detectors, e.g., Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA).
As possible future works, it will be important to include the self force of the plunging particle to beyond the extreme
mass ratio. Also, it is important to study how sensitive the Fermi-Dirac statistics of GW ringdown is with respect
to the orbital angular momentum or the initial kinetic energy of the plunging particle. It is also interesting to study
ringdown emission with other spin-fields, e.g., scalar, vector, or Fermi fields, to see if they exhibit the would-be Fermi
degeneracy in the spectra of ringdown. The detectability of the excitation of overtones or Boltzmann distribution with
LISA will be studied elsewhere. The measurement of the Boltzmann distribution at higher frequencies of ringdown
GW spectra emitted by black holes would enable us to read their mass and angular momentum without extracting
their QN frequencies out of GW data, which may be another interesting direction to test general relativity.
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Appendix A: Explicit forms of Flm , Ulm , γlm and Wlm

In this Appendix, we show the explicit form of the functions, Flm , Ulm , γlm and Wlm in (5) and (7) to make the
paper self contained. For the brevity, we will omit the subscript of l, m in the following. For the derivation of (F, U, γ)
and W , see the original works [52] and [49], respectively.
∆ γ0
,
+ a2 γ
4
X
γ≡
cn r−n ,

F ≡

r2

(A1)
(A2)

i=0

where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to r and
c0 ≡ −12iM ω + λ(λ + 2) − 12aω(aω − m),
c1 ≡ 8ia {3aω − λ(aω − m)} ,

c2 ≡ −24iM a(aω − m) + 12a2 1 − 2(aω − m)2 ,
3

2

c3 ≡ 24ia (aω − m) − 24a M,
4

c4 ≡ 12a .

(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)
(A7)

U has the form of
U≡

∆
(U1 + U2 + U3 ),
(r2 + a2 )2

(A8)
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where


ia(aω − m)
4∆0
8∆
−K 2
+λ+4−
+ 2 1+
,
U1 ≡
∆
r
r
B


1
3a2 ∆
0
U2 ≡ −2 + 2
r∆
−
2∆
+
,
r + a2
r2 + a2



γ0
A + B0
r
U3 ≡ −
+
−iK + ∆
,
γ
r2 + a2
B
A ≡ 3iK 0 + λ + 6∆r−2 ,
0

B ≡ −2iK + ∆ − 4∆r
2

(A9)
(A10)
(A11)
(A12)

−1

,

(A13)

2

K ≡ (r + a )ω − am.

(A14)

The function W is
W ≡ W1 + W2 + W3 ,

(A15)

where
1
W1 ≡ f0 ei(ωṼ −mφ̃) +
mp

Z

∞

dr1 f1 e
r

i(ω Ṽ −mφ̃)

Z

∞

+ iω

Z

∞

dr1
r

dr2 f2 ei(ωṼ −mφ̃) ,


r2
a − Lp
1
(S1 + (aω − m)S0 ) 2
ei(ωṼ −mφ̃)
W2 ≡ −
mp
ω
r + a2



Z ∞
2a2
a − Lp
P
r2
iam
√
√
+
i(aω
−
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1
−
+
dr1 2 1 2 ei(ωṼ −mφ̃)
−
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∆
Q
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∆
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S0 ≡ −2 Slm (π/2),
d
S1 ≡
−2 Slm (π/2),
dθ
dṼ ≡ dt + dr∗ ,
a
dφ̃ ≡ dφ + dr.
∆

(A17)
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(A22)
(A23)
(A24)
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Appendix B: Resolution of the numerical computation

In this Appendix, we describe the details of our numerical computation solving the Sasaki-Nakamura equation in
the frequency domain. To reduce the computation time while keeping the accuracy high, we divide the frequency
space into N segments:
ωn−1 ≤ ω ≤ ωn with n = 1, 2, ..., N,

(B1)
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and we take a larger (smaller) spatial step size in a lower-frequency (higher-frequency) segments. Our computation
is performed in each segment with the frequency step size of ∆ωn = (ωn − ωn−1 )/60 and with the spatial step size of
∆rn∗ . The computation of the source term T̃lm involves multiple integrals on the particle trajectory. We compute it
∗
by the quadrature method with the step size of ∆rW
.
Depending on a spin parameter and angular mode we consider, the resolutions and the frequency segments are
optimized. As an example, let us consider the case of j = 0.8 and (l, m) = (2, 2), where we take seven segments
(N = 7):
ω0 = 1/200, ω1 = 1/10, ω2 = 1/2, ω3 = 3/4, ω4 = 1, ω5 = 5/4, ω6 = 3/2, ω7 = 2,

(B2)

and we take the step size of


1/3



1/8




1/8

∆rn∗ = 1/8



1/20





1/20



1/20

n = 1,
n = 2,
n = 3,
n = 4,
n = 5,
n = 6,
n = 7,

(B3)

∗
= 1/4. To perform the resolution test, we perform the numerical computation with the above resolution
and ∆rW
and with another two resolutions:
∗
∆rn∗ → 2 × ∆rn∗ , ∆rW
= 1/2 (low resolution),
1
∗
= 1/8 (high resolution).
∆rn∗ → × ∆rn∗ , ∆rW
2

(B4)
(B5)

As is shown in Figure 12, the optimized (medium) resolution is high enough to compute the spectral peak at around
ω ∼ Re(ωlm0 ) and to identify the Boltzmann distribution in the GW spectrum.

FIG. 12. Resolution test for the numerical computation of GW spectrum with the medium resolution of ∆rn∗ (B3) and
∗
∆rW
= 1/4, low resolution (B4), and high resolution (B5).

Appendix C: Insensitivity of the thermal excitation of overtones to the orbit of the plunging particle

In this Appendix, we show the insensitivity of the qualitative results presented in this paper to the orbital angular
momentum of the plunging particle Lp . We use Lp = 1 throughout the main text. Here we compute the GW spectra
for j = 0.99 and (l, m) = (2, 2) with Lp = 0.5 and 0.75. We then confirm that our results are insensitive to the value
of Lp . We check that the fit of the Boltzmann distribution leads to the best-fit temperature T which is close to the
Hawking frequency TH even for Lp = 0.5 and 0.75 (Figure 13). The relative error to TH is around 1% for both cases.
It implies that our main result of the thermal excitation of overtones is insensitive to the detail of the trajectory
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of the plunging particle. In this manuscript, we still fix the energy of the particle as E = mp , i.e., the particle is
static at infinity, and restrict the trajectory on the equatorial plane (θ = π/2). Relaxing these conditions makes the
computation of the source term, T̃lm , more complicated. A more detailed study on the thermality of ringdown for a
more general plunging orbit is left for a future work.

FIG. 13. Absolute squares of the GW spectra for j = 0.99, l = m = 2. The orbital angular momentum is set to Lp = 1, 0.75,
and 0.5. The Boltzmann factor is fitted to the data of ω ≥ 1.0 × Re(ω220 ). The Hawking frequency for j = 0.99 is TH ' 0.197.
The relative error is ∆H ' 1% for Lp = 0.75 and 0.5.
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